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How are dynamic heights measured?

Measure temperature, salinity and pressure 
throughout the water column.

Assume a line of no motion  
(typically 1500m or 2000 m).

Compute specific volume anomaly 
(δ; i.e., specific volume minus a volume at 35 psu
and 0 deg temperature) in intervals of interest.

Multiply the specific volume anomaly (δ delta) 
by the pressure for the interval. 
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How are dynamic heights measured?
Pressure P = h * g * ρ
h = interval height (m)

g = gravitational acceleration (m/sec2)
ρ = Density (kg/m3)

Units: m * m/sec2 * kg/m3 = 
kg/m*sec2 =pascal

Dynamic height = P * δ
(Pressure times specific volume anomaly

Or (kg/m * sec2 * m3/kg) = m2/sec2 

(often labeled ΔΦ “delta phi”) 
this is the height of a surface of same 

pressure above the geoid.
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What is δ ?
The specific volume anomaly

Density (ρ) = mass / volume 

(units: kg / m3)

Specific volume (α) = 1 / ρ

(units: m3/kg)

Specific volume anomaly (δ) = 

1/ρ(s,t,p) - 1/ρ(35,0,p)

δ is the volume difference between sw at

in situ temp., salinity & pressure 

and at 35 PSU, 0 temp and in situ pressure
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Example of δ

SW at 100m, salinity 34.5 temp 10oc
Specific volume α(s,t,p) = 9.7370 * 10-4

Specific volume α(35,0,p) = 9.7221 * 10-4

Specific volume anomaly (δ) = 

α(s,t,p) - α(35,0,p) = 1.4842 * 10-6

δ (or delta) is simply the expansion of the 
seawater due to differences in temperature and 

salinity relative to s = 35 and t = 0

Note: modern calculations use PSU and ITS-90

Think of δ as the expansion of sw per unit mass
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Line (Depth) 
of No Motion 

Visualizing phi(Φ) & delta phi(ΔΦ)

Note: The 
isopycnals
must slope           
in opposite 
direction of        
the slope of  
the isobars

S1    S2
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Visualizing phi(Φ) & delta phi(ΔΦ)

ΔΦ = dynamic 
heights  at S1

ΔΦ =

Pressure Gradient = Difference in dynamic heights 
at two locations divided by distance between them.
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Visualizing phi(Φ) & delta phi(ΔΦ)

ΔΦ = dynamic 
heights  at S1

ΔΦ =

Dynamic height = P * δ 

(Pressure times specific volume anomaly)
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How is this related to the 
gradient equation ?

Use gradient equation from EOM 

(assuming pressure gradient = coriolis)

We determine the pressure gradient via change 
in ΔΦ (dynamic heights at two locations) 
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Details of Phi (Φ) Calculation 
Current speed (m / sec) = 

ΔΦ(a-b) / (Δx * f)
(dynamic height difference / distance * coriolis)

Where Δx = distance(a-b)

(horizontal distance between stations A and B)
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Details of Calculation 
Expand the formula to make calculations clear

ΔΦ = dynamic height over a vertical interval 
(generally from line of no motion to the surface)

Slope of isobar = ΔΦ / Δx

Divide slope of isobar by Coriolis: 
(ΔΦ / Δx) / f

Units: (m2/sec2) / (m * sec-1 ) = m/sec

Where f is coriolis parameter and
Δx is horizontal distance between stations

NOTE: Different notation for Δx = L 
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Density

Specific Volume Spec. Vol. 
anomaly

Pressure  
(h * g * ρ)

Delta P * mean δ

Sum 

(dynamic height)

Note: 
what are 
the units  
of pressure 
* specific 
volume 
anomaly ? 

(kg /m sec2) 
* (m3 / kg) = 
m2/sec2
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Station a

41o55’N, 50o09’W

Station b  

41o28’N, 50o09’W

Distance 50,000 m

Sin (mean latitude) = 
0.665

f = 9.7 *10-5 sec-1

Relative Velocity =

(Δ dynamic height)                        
/ (distance * f)

Geostrophic flow 
calculations between 

two stations
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Why is this a relative velocity ?

Relative to current speed at the “line of no motion”
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Patterns of Dynamic Height 

Dynamic height (m2 sec-2) at surface 

assuming depth of no motion at 2000m
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Dynamic height (ΔΦ) in cm at 1500 m assuming a 
depth of no motion at 2000m

Exmple of Dynamic Height 
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Four Limitations to geostrophic 
current measurements

Flow only perpendicular to station locations,         
so more than two stations are needed to 

determine mean flow vector in any location.

There are calculation errors (inaccuracies due 
to assumption of line of no motion).

Geostrophic currents are relative velocities.

Geostrophic flow gives only mean current flow 
(eddies averaged out).
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Rules of thumb for Geostrophic Flow

1. Water flows along isobars perpendicular to 
pressure gradient or coriolis force.

2. Flow is to right of pressure gradient in 
northern hemisphere opposite in southern 

hemisphere.

3. Relative current speed proportional to 
slope in the isopycnals. 

4. Isopycnals slope opposite to isobars with 
gradients 100 – 300 X larger. 

(Note: in vast majority of ocean 
isopycnals are parallel to isotherms)
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Why do isopycnals and isobars 
have opposite slopes?

Pressure equal 
along line of no 
motion and 
vector parallel to 
geopotential
must have more 
light water at 
the center of 
this circular flow
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Why are the isopycnal slopes so much 
greater than the isobar slopes?

Density 
differences 
in the ocean 
are small 
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Rules of Thumb

1. Current 
perpendicular to 
pressure gradient

2. To right in North 
and left in south

3. Isopycnals slope 
opposite and 
100 – 300 x stronger 
than isobar slope.

4. Relative current 
speed proportional 
to gradient
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Satellite Observations of               
Sea Surface Elevation 
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Satellite Observations of               
Sea Surface Elevation 

Satellites measure sea 
surface elevation to 
+/- 5 cm relative to 

the satellite.

These variations can 
be used to determine 

surface currents 
assuming geostrophic 

balance.
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Surface Currents from Sea 
Surface Altimetry
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Satellite Observations of               
Sea Surface Elevation 



Use of eddies by satellite-tagged blue sharks 

(Braun et al. 2019)

Use of Gulf Stream eddies by satellite-tagged blue 
sharks. (A and B) Blue sharks tagged in New England 
(green triangle) frequented the Gulf Stream eddy field 
(A) and occupied anticyclonic eddies (ACEs) (red) and 
cyclonic eddies (CEs) (blue) at the same frequency (B). 

A



(C) Eddy-centric random-
walk simulations (solid line) 
and passive drifters (dashed 
line) exhibited higher 
frequency in CEs after 
controlling for eddy area. 

(D) Eddy-centric shark 
locations show they use 
eddy peripheries equally 
between CEs and ACEs, 
but more “foraging” (solid 
line) collocated to the 
eddy interior compared 
with “transiting” locations 
(dashed line). 

Comparing shark movements 



(E) Ratios of ACE to CE 
positions across different 
regions of the eddies for 
random-walk simulations 
(solid line) and drifters 
(dashed line)

(F) For shark movement 
classified as foraging 
(solid line) and transiting 
(dashed line). 

 Sharks showed a marked preference for the cores             
of ACEs relative to CEs, particularly while foraging.

Blue Sharks Forage ACE Centers (and Edges) 



Modeled depth-temperature 
composites for 27 anticyclonic (A) 
and 28 cyclonic (B) eddies encountered by 
blue sharks. 

Shark depth-temperature data 
while diving in cores of anticyclonic
eddies (C)                    (n = 7,271) 
and cyclonic eddies (D) (n = 2,521) 
compared with model composite 
depth-temperature profiles. 

Modeled eddy structure and shark dive behavior



Shark time at depth 
during day (E) and night 
(F) within anticyclonic
(red) and cyclonic (blue) 
eddies. 

Highlighted depth-
temperature cells (black 
outline, D) and time-at-
depth bins (asterisks, E) 
for dives in Sargasso 
cyclonic eddies.

Diel Pattern of Shark Dive Behavior



Frequency 
histograms of         
the time-at-
temperature 
distribution for all 
shark dive data in 
the Gulf Stream 

Blue sharks like warm water (> 12 deg. C.) 



Sharks use these warm features as a conduit to forage in 
the ocean twilight zone, a region of the deep ocean that 
contains the largest fish biomass on Earth, highlighting 
the importance of these deep ocean prey resources.

Eddies affect shark dive depths 


